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Valmet at a glance
Over 100 service centres, 85 sales offices, 35 production units, 16 R&D centres
China
• 6 service centres
• 5 production units
• 6 sales offices

North America
• 24 service centres
• 10 production units
• 8 sales offices

1,759
1,567

EMEA

South America
• 3 service centres
• 2 production units
• 5 sales offices

•
•
•
•

16 R&D centres
63 service centres
21 production units
54 sales offices

8,395

Asia-Pacific
• 12 service centres
• 1 production unit
• 12 sales offices

534

855
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Access to field service experts
How Covid-19 affected service visits

Safety remains our top priority
 Over 1,200 Field service experts globally
 Limitations on foreign experts entering
Canada
 Ever changing inter-province
regulations/demands
 Own employee safety

 Mill restrictions to protect essential
production
 Adapting our way of working to stay safe
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A pessimist sees the
difficulty in every
opportunity; an
optimist sees the
opportunity in every
difficulty
- Winston Churchill
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Continued support
How to stay flexible
Development of AR and remote services
since 2019
 This is not new – Covid-19 accelerated the
process
 Evaluation of hardware needs

 Training and support for workforce
 Mills seeing benefits of this new way of
collaborating

 Access to field service experts

Remote tools & augmented reality in practice
Real life examples

Wide range of
applications

Flexible
solutions
Fit the solution
to the problem
(Not One sized fits all)
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Remote tools in practice: case example #1
Project planning - safe virtual walkthrough

 Why use AR glasses in this case
– Safety – Hands free to use handrails
– Needed instant feedback – not an expert
– Future use at that location

 Results
– Expert stayed in the US
– Everyone saved time – Emails and trip
– Validated for shutdown use
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Remote tools in practice: case example #2
Quick resolution of a critical issue
• SymBelt Roll shoe bent due to felt wreck

• Machine is running - not sellable quality
• Travel restriction due to Covid-19

• Valmet Sales Manager went onsite
• Experts implemented AR with Customer and Sales manager

• Assessment and action plan for repair and start-up
• Customer has a Valmet Agreement that covered the charges

Customer takes
SymBelt roll out
from the machine
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Roll is on the floor
Darmstadt 2018

Customer installs
SymBelt roll back
to the machine

Nip measurement /
shoe alignment

Start-up support

Remote tools in practice: case example #3
Breaking new ground on traditional factory tests
Repair of refiner unit at Valmet location
– AR is not only wearing glasses
– Mill personnel witness disassembly/inspection/repair
– Several participants with possibility to ask questions at any point in
process
– Training opportunity for mill maintenance
– Final acceptance of product
Factory acceptance test of a new reel
– Focused attention on ongoing test
– Corporate and mill location participation
– Recording of test results for future reference
– Elimination of travel time/costs – More time for testing

Key Factor:
Safety of mill personnel & Valmet assembly location
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Technology aspect
Items to consider for AR and remote support
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Technology aspect
Making AR and remote support operational
A. Internet connectivity Requirements
•

Minimum of 20 Mbps for a SCS/VPN-connectivity
between Valmet network & Mill network (Valmet
dedicated bandwidth)

•

Minimum of 50 Mbps for collaborative from/to customer
site (e.g. MS Teams, live video stream)

•

Symmetric (downstream/upstream)

•

No port nor protocol restrictions

•

Based on fixed access line (not wireless)

B. Customer site/network Requirements
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•

Minimum of 100 Mbps bandwidth available for Valmet
(Customer-provided LAN access)

•

Wired LAN access with CAT6 (CAT5e or higher)

•

Wireless LAN (Wifi) supporting 802.11n (or higher)

•

Adequate Wifi network coverage

Making remote support operational

Benefits
In addition to safety…

Significant cost savings / Increased utilization

Access to the right experts wherever they are

Access to multiple experts at the same time for the same issue

Faster issue resolution

Understanding of the issue for further solution implementation
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Final comments
 This will outlast Covid-19 pandemic

 Choose internal development vs outside support
– Fit the solution to your reality
 Don’t underestimate what is needed to make it work
– Hardware/software evaluation and testing
– Do it as a team – I.T. must be your friend
– Change management
– Learning from your mistakes and adapting
– Legal
 Valmet will continue to collaborate with customers to use this
technology
 The benefits outweigh the challenges
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